Rapid assessment of sedimentation stability in dispersions using near infrared transmission measurements during centrifugation and oscillatory rheology.
We used the LUMiFuge) 114 particle separation analyser to investigate the sedimentation kinetics of bentonite/xanthan gum mixtures through pH 2-7 during centrifugation. This new technique monitors timed near infrared transmission profiles of different samples in the centrifugal field. Statistical analysis of the data then identifies the formulations with minimal clarification tendency. All mixtures were characterised by rotational and oscillatory rheology. Various rheological parameters correlated with the LUMiFuge clarification data, most notably the relaxation exponent, n and loss tangent, tan delta. We devised a combined desirability function for the different mixtures, defining maximal desirability as the minimal values for the two oscillatory parameters. The results matched those of separation analysis in the centrifugal field.We conclude that the experimental design is suitable for selecting formulations with optimal sedimentation stability whether combined with LUMiFuge analysis or oscillatory measurements. The method can be used to screen formulations for optimal long-term stability test performance, with significant potential savings and minimal sedimentation risk after prolonged storage.